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Introduction
This process book was made to show
the progress and results made over time in
creating a game. The goal of this project
was to design and build a game within the
span of a few months.
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Part 1: Ideation
What kind of game should be made? Should it be 2D or 3D and why?
The game will be an infinite runner. The game will be in a 2D format because prior to now I
have never made a 2D game.
What art style should it be done in?
The art style will be based around a simple retro aesthetic.
What engine should the game be made in?
I will make the game in Unity.
Will it have music? If so, will I make it myself?
Yes, I will make the music. It will be in a chiptune style that fits with the art.
How complex do I want this game to be?
It will be simple enough to grasp how to play, but still provide a basic challenge.
What will this game be called?
The game will be called “RnnR”. This name is a simple nod to the type of game that this is,
and it is also a reference to condensed type used in file naming.
What will the game be about? What will it feature?
The game is about a man who wants to run and never stop. This man is called the
“RnnR” and is willing to make his way through dangerous lands in order to keep on running.
The game will feature several different locations known as “Zones.” There will be five zones,
including a beach, forest, tundra, desert, and New Retro Wave style landscape. Each of
these zones will feature different enemies and obstacles that will try to get in the way of the
player as they help the RnnR jump over them. These obstacles will include thorn bushes,
cacti, cobras, grizzly bears, polar bears, penguins, bust sculptures, beach balls, sharks with
legs, and annoying teenagers. Every time the player comes into contact with an enemy or
obstacle, they will be shown a “Game Over” screen and given the option to start over and
try again or to go back to the title screen.
What is the goal of the game?
There are two goals for the player. The first goal is to simply reach the end of the level
and run through the upside down gameing system, which will teleport them to the start of
the level. Once this is done, the second and overall goal is to see how many times the player
can make it all the way to the end without getting a game over.
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Research
For my research, I looked up various images of games, gameplay, and specific imagery that
I wanted to use as inspiration for my game.
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Sketches (Sprites)
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Sketches (Backgrounds/Zones)
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Part 2: Creating Assets
Once I had my final ideas and sketches laid out, I started getting to work on the sprites and
backgrounds in Adobe Illustrator. For the player character, I decided to make the sprites by
piecing together multiple squares to make them look more pixelated. I chose to do this as
a way of making the sprites look more like older video game characters and to cause the
player to stand out more from the other sprites and background, which used boxy shapes
and layering them with rectangles. Rendering the backgrounds and sprites this way made
them appear more cohesive and stand out more from the player character, all while retaining
an older style.
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Rendering Assets (Sprites)
Polar Bears

Bushes

Cobra

Beach Balls
Grizzly Bears
Penguins

RnnR (Player)

Cactus 1 & 2

Busts

“Millennials”

Leg Shark
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Rendering Assets (Backgrounds/Zones)
Rendered Type & Graphics

Forest Zone

Desert Zone
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Rendering Assets (Backgrounds/Zones)
Tundra Zone

Beach Zone

New Retro Wave Zone
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Music
To make the music for this game, I used the Google Chrome Music Labs Song Maker. This is
an in-browser program that allows anyone to make music for free. With this program, I made
three pieces of music for my game, which play during the title screen, game over screen, and
the game itself respectively.

“Forest Walk”
For the title screen music named “Forest Walk,” the player hears a calm and slow tune that
matches the setting for the title screen, which features the RnnR standing in the forest facing
the player in a confident pose with the game logo and “Press Space To Start” beside him.
“RnnR”
The music heard while playing the game is titled “RnnR.” This song speaks for the game itself
and sets the pace, as it is an energetic tune that changes as the player runs through zones.
“Game Over”
“Game Over” is the third and final song, which is obviously for the Game Over screen.
Much like any song for a game over screen, this one is a low noted and short tune that gives
a sad feeling to the player.
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Part 3: Building & Final Composition

Once all of the assets were made, I started working in Unity. Most of the work was simply
layering the graphics and sprites, though all of my work included putting together multiple
sprites to animate them prior to placing them in the game, coding the scenes to where they
will connect together when specific events happen, and applying the music. Once all of this
was done, I built the game twice, making one version playable on Apple devices, and the
other on Windows. From there on, I was finished and my game was made.
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Final Composition
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Final Composition
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Final Composition
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Final Composition
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